FOCUS ON SCHOOLS

do not require all student time.
Hence, the overall time a student
spends studying each subject dep
ends on the courses of study chosen
and the number of units selected.
Because they progress at different
rates, students should be able to pro
gress through the school curriculum
at a pace suited to their needs and
interests. Schools such as Castle Hill
High School have adopted the unit
ised vertical curriculum approach
because it caters for individual study
programs. The benefits of such a
system, as we see it, include:
• increased motivation,
enthusiasm and achievement
because students are given a
choice of what they can study;
• greater responsibility by stud
ents for their own learning;

through accelerated learning,
while catering for remedial stu
dents through the establishment of
special units in the timetable;
• decreased absenteeism;
• the ability of students to study in
areas suited to current needs;
• 'mastery' learning as opposed to
'mystery' learning;

'

• control by students over their
own learning;
• removal of many classroom
management problems;
• the ability of students to go
beyond the syllabus in enrichment
and extension units;
• the valuing of students as
individuals;
• making school more interesting
and relevant;

• greater ability by students to set
short-term goals and develop a
long-term outlook;

• a new view of learning - that is,
learning for learning's sake;

• reduction of peer-group pressure
on students;

• no more 'locking in', and no
more promotion of failure:

• catering for gifted students

• improvement in student self

es:.eem. since they have power
o � � cnrriculum;
• less rCS5.!re on individual
students:
• more ume spe;it ·on task';
• more students and parents
becoming involved in course
planning and hani;g a better
overall idea of where srudents
are heading;
• flexibility for sn:�:s to change
to a more appropri� ro-arse
where the need anses;
• the development • _ _::udents of
independent learnb� shlls; and

'°

• the ability of srucer.� pro
gress easily from Sc::oo! Certifi
cate to Higher Schoo: Cenificate
studies in any sub]CC: �--ea while
engaged in the um;:iserl vertical
timetable.

The Author
DA \'JD JAFFE is er� principal of Castle
Hill High School in SSW
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THE TYRANNY OF THE TIMETABLE - The Unitised Curriculum

... and inefficient teachers

Of Policies, Legislation
... and Procedures
After 18 months in the making. tl-..e:
much consultation and after a s
minute rewrite in the ornbuds:;:��·s
office, the new suspensions ;-o:.;::-:.·
has arrived.
The media has true�.:. - -:.·
'powers' for principals
pals themselves are le::
how they may imple�·
convoluted procedural : -� �
visions and remain _ �
leaders at the same time
We'll just make it wo:-'• everything else.
Teacher registration_

By the time this e6;:.
Matters is printed
fate of the teacher � !eg
islation in NSW. --.. �sed
Teaching Standards 3-::._:-_ .:.5 �el
comed by principals ·� : -.. �ster
then proceeded to ge� - -· · ·-e::s in
the education comm!!ci� off-

.:e.

If it survives the Legis::m -e Cocrtcil
it will be more by gooc 1- � by
good management.

Meanwhile, the Department of Edu
cation and Training has won points
with principals by producing new
streamlined procedures for dealing
with inefficient (is good teaching
really about 'efficiency-'?) teachers.
The process will involve a shorter
timeframe and most of the avoidance
loopholes used by such teachers in
the past have been closed. Principals
have pressed for these measures for
years.
Slow the flood

The Department is also looking seri
ously at the flood of memoranda,
policies and other material which
inundates our desks each day. They
are seriously looking at both ration
alising much of the inflow or at least
summarising it every now and then.
But why worry? There will probably
be a change of government next year,
followed by the ritual freeze on new
policies and the inevitable restructure.
Election fever

Schools in NSW have four-term years
and governments have four-year
terms. Elections are included among
the predictable and cyclical festivals
which grace the educational scene,
with the next event featured in

March. Voters have the chance to
renew the mandate of our current
conservative government or elect an
even more conservative government.
With a bit of luck they' 11 all lapse
into the usual '!aura norda' auction
and leave schools alone.
Annual reports

I simply can't let this one go: with
election fever in the air, the present
Minister of Education will post out
annual school reports (which all look
alike) from the government printer to
all families in NSW. He has also
directed that each school have its
own community meeting, held to
pontificate on the reports, in the
same week.
Based on attendances at last year's
meetings we could have both events
on the same night and book just one
meeting place - a telephone booth
perhaps - for all NSW schools. Still,
we are permitted to put some words
in bold type in this year's report,
which I firmly believe is the begin
ning of the road back to self-manag
ing schools in NSW. Readers in
other states, please don't laugh: this
is serious, cutting edge stuff!
CHRIS BONNOR is principal of Asquith
Boys High School, in NSW
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nication with the outposts.By the end of the year all
schools will be connected to the Department's Wider
Area Network. ISDN lines are currently being connected
and all principals will have web-based email by mid-year.
Apart from the usual control agenda, one aim is to re
duce the flood of paper going out to schools and to give
schools ready access to the over 400 separate policies
which they are obliged to implement.
Election Phoney War?

New South Wales
Chris Bonnor

THE SECO DARY PR.I'.\'CIPALS' Council recently
completed a survey of principals on issues relating to
their own welfare.The results were somewhat concern
ing and were followed by a series of recommendations
put to the Department of Education and Training. The
initial DET response was to proudly (with some justifi
cation) point to all the inservice courses, policies, kits
and checklists which have been issued to support princi
pals and schools. A follow-up meeting established that
much of this support missed the point, and often be
came part of the problem. What is being put to the test
is not so much the bureaucrats' willingness to help but
their capacity to understand some of the everyday stres
sors in secondary schools.

So far so good: at the time of writing the election is just
three weeks away and education has escaped unscathed.
As anticipated, Laura Norcia has copped a pounding and
ownership ofelectriciry utilities has sparked (sorry) some
interest. Education bureaucrats have held their collec
tive breaths now for many weeks, while at the same time
suppressing anything which might hit the headlines.A
special medal should be struck in recognition of their
efforts and district superintendents should be given
bravery awards for their capacity to put out fires against
all odds.
Mr Chris Bonnor is the Principal ofAsquith Boys ' High
School and is also the NSW Contributions Manager for
'Principal Matters'. Email: cbon@ozemail.com.au
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Executive Structures in Schools

One of the many Mexican stand-offs between the De
partment and the NSW Teachers' Federation, over many
decades, has been related to the executive staffing of
schools.The current formula was drawn up when Noah
went to school and sees head teachers appointed when a
group of subjects reaches 81 periods per week. Exhaus
tive work by principals and the DET has produced a
new formula which would create some equity and
commonsense to executive staffing.All it now needs is
agreement with the union.
Securing Their Future

Planning for the big changes to the HSC is generally on
track and proves that both the Board of Studies and the
Department can move quite quickly, though not always
in the same direction.The pace set by the timeline has
been at the expense of the quality of some of the draft
materials.As usual, the biggest pressure will be on schools
in Terms 3 and 4 to implement new syllabuses and as
sessment procedures in time for Year 11 in 2000.Both
despite, and because of, decisions made higher up we'll
just make it work ...as usual. In any centralised or
quasi-centralised education system it is important for
those at the centre to have quick and effective commuPRINCIPAL MATTERS
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SCHOOLS AND THE LAW,,;
student's parent was contacted and
asked to attend the school, and in
formation was sought as to the pos
sible location of the student. When
the student was located, the police
conducted an interview with the sru
dent, the parent, and a sister.
Just a Joke?
The family expressed cor�. iliac
the school had o,·c-�e:a..:rec ...;:;.c iliac
the whole thing V"'3 a · � g:-���
in poor taste, collSlC_;-: � na<l
transpired ime� �,.... ilie
web site was deYe.o?O=:- -__ �·
pointed to cerrai...-::
of the document��-?� �
inforced the notio;:; ;:;:i.a: �� w;;,ok
thing was a ·ioke·.
Threat Taken Seriously
Neither the school, nor the police,
disregarded the seriousness of the
threat, and made this clear to the
family. While the police could not
find grounds to take the matter fur
ther, the school suspended the stu
dent for ten days. During the ten
days of the suspension some of che
staff and one parent of a student in
volved in the threat, decided to take
further action. These staff members,
and the parent, felt that, because the
student had a history of dysfunc
tional behaviour, their personal well
being needed protection. This atti
tude was enhanced by recent inter
national events. These staff, and the
parent, made application to the court
to have Apprehended Violence Or
ders taken out against the student.
The staff were advised and assisted
by Legal Services, who were support
ive throughout.

and the school. Literally, a media
circus ensued, something one would
nor wish on anyone. The advice in
this case is to say nothing, or as licde
as possible, and allow the media liai
son people to handle all enquiries.
If you do comment, you risk being
misquoted, or quoted out of context,
to create a more newsworthy sce
nano.
The AVOs were issued by the court,
along with a media suppression or
der. This disappointed the media,
but did not stop them. Students were
approached outside the school, and
staff were approached at their home.
:orrunately, media interest slowly de
e-eased, and the suppression order
=sured. ;:aa� lircle harm was done.
..!..I .:he �on resolucion incer
viev,. ic was decided cbac the srudenr
would make application co enrol in
distance education.

The Department will assist with a
legal representative if it is necessary
to apply for an Apprehended Vio
lence Order, although staff should be
aware that they could request the use
of their own legal adviser.
3.AVOs, when appropriate as a
course of action, should include a
statement preventing the named per
son approaching the PINOC (Per
son In Need Of Protection) at their
workplace, i.e., school.
4. Let the experts in handling the me
dia handle them.
5. Discuss the issue with colleagues,
and seek advice when you're not sure.
6. Be aware of the feelings of all par
ties involved.
-. Inform the parents who need to
be informed, bur respect privacy.

Helpful Guidelines

8. Clamp down on student gossip.

Here are some of the things you need
to keep in mind when dealing with
this type of situation.

9. Check the school's computer di
rectories, which record Internet us
age, i.e., cache or temporary Internet
files, regularly.

1. Keep the staffwell-informed about
what is happening. Inform the Par
ents' and Citizens' Association execu
tive of what is happening.
2. Use the resources of the Depart
ment to the advantage of your school.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr Grahame \¼gener is Principal of
Oak Flats High School, in NSW

It was towards the end of the sus
pension that the court hearing was
held, and this coincided with a simi
lar event, which occurred at another
high school located elsewhere in the
State. Given the international pub
licity and the publicity occurring at
this other school, media attention
soon focused on the court hearing
PRINCIPAL MATTERS September 1999
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NSWSPC
ONE OF THE triumphs of the NSW Secondary Prin
cipals' Council has been the development of a definitive
paper on the future of education in NSW, and our part
in chat future. The paper, to be endorsed in August, is
the result of two years work by a team headed up by
Maurice Brunning, from Nambucca Heads High School.
One-third of the principals in NSW have actively
worked on the project at various stages, ensuring a very
high level of ownership and commitment. The paper

has already received wide acclaim and, when completed,
should have the capacity to make a substantial contribu
tion to the future of education in NSW Issues in the
paper relate to leadership, managing change, planning
for the 21st Century, school culture, technology in learn
ing and the political-educational interface. Look out for
it on our web site later this year.
Annual Conference

The annual conference proved to be most successful, if
one discounts the contribution of the current Minister,
PRINCIPAL MATTERS
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who gave rhe usual tedious polirical harangue, combined
with a verbal mugging of the NSW Teachers' Federarion
and a 'tut tut' co all those who doubred that the new
HSC wouldn't be delivered on time.
This was small compensation to the countless principals
who have seen teachers and bureaucrats burn out to meet
absurd timelines in the development of new courses.
(While in Britain I listened to teachers anguishing over
having just fourreen month_s co prepare for new senior
courses. Their anguish reduced when I explained chat in
NSW we have co do rhe same thing in half the time).
Principals were hoping the Minister might suggest
where the money to resource the new courses might
come from but were told that the changes didn't need
significant resources. A month lacer, from the safety of

his own office, the Minister launched yet another cycli
cal (and cynical) campaign pointing co che 'millions' of
dollars allegedly lying in school bank accounts.
It seems in NSW that, any time we need funds co imple
ment his bright ideas, he will usually point co our bank
accounts, while chanting 'cost neutrality' when asked co
fund anything else.
The Direcror-General was better received by principals.
Ken Boston's passion for public education (despite, or
because of, state and federal government policies) is felt
co be genuine, even if his prescriptions for its defence are
not always seen to be adequate. Dr Boston identified
three key issues that will influence the competitiveness
of NSW state education.
1. The implementation of the new Higher School Cer
tificate.
2. The development of VET and a closer integration of
schools and TAFE.
3. The promotion of the Collegial M0del.
4. The latter involves a re-definition of 'comprehensive',
requiring greater flexibility in staffing and school
organisation to support new course structures.
Other papers from our Conference are available on our
new web site (www.nswspc.org.au). They include papers
from Dr Keith Suter, Dr Julia Atkin and Dr Peter Ellyard,
as well as a final stress-relieving session from Ms Amanda
Gore.
That Boy /Girl Thing

Our boys vs girls achievement controversy is a licde early
this year - usually it breaks out after the HSC results are
released. The universities have decided to include two
units of HSC English in the UAI, and the advocates
for boys are crying 'foul'.
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The usual protagonists have lined up to do battle: on
one side you have chose who wane to change rhe rules
and shift the goal posts to farnm boys. On the other,
you have those who wane to change the boys and drag
chem into the 20th century ac this penultimate hour.
The battle continues!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mr Chris Bonnor is Principal ofAsquith Bo_p' High School,
the NSW Contributing Editor for 'Principal .\1atters' and
the Deputy President of the NSWSPC.
Email: cbon@ozemail.com.au
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State of the
Nation

At the same time, other stakeholders, such as the NSW
Teachers' Federation and the P&C Federation see both
the NSWSPC and the Futures Project as advancing a
'government agenda' (which, in NSW, sounds like an
oxymoron) to shift schools in directions taken in other
States and New Zealand. They see 'flexibility' as threat
ening a state-wide system which they see as providing
security for teachers and equity for students. The chal
lenge for the NSWSPC and others is not so much to
start the journey down the flexibility path but to say
where the journey is taking us. The good news is that
useful discussions are caking place and the agenda is
certainly shifting.
Riding the Tiger?

Issues, Trends and
Developments
Affecting Principals
and Principals' Groups
in Australian States
and Territories

The NSWSPC is not an industrial organisation and, in
fact, is partially funded by the Department of Education
and Training (DET), in such areas as training and
development. Consequently, it is often accused of filling a
void in policy development in NSW (guilty as charged!).
Some members even resent the enormous work in
seemingly 'doing the Department's job'. Others argue
that . this provides a window of opportunity to achieve
significant breakthroughs on a range of issues which
have stumped bureaucrats and others in NSW for many
years.

New South Wales

NSWSPC: Chris Bonnor
AN INTERESTING debate is starting co unfold in
NSW following the release of the Secondary Principals
Council's Preferred Futures for Public Secondary
Education in NSW The Council's Futures Project
(on our website at: www.w3c2.com.au/nswspc/) has
provided a challenge to all stakeholders in NSW, and
has already been thrown around in current salary
negotiations. To cut a long story short, Preferred
Futures is about shifting agendas in what is a 'topdown' relatively inflexible education system. Principals
essentially believe that greater flexibility, in such areas
as school management and curriculum delivery, is
essential to retain the relevance of government
secondary education in the future.
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Numerous restructures have diminished the level of
corporate knowledge (and understanding of schools) in
DET to the point where it cannot 'smoothly' run the
system without input from the NSWSPC. The
achievements in terms of policy breakthroughs have
certainly been 'on the board' in the last few years, but we
still have a long way to go. The bi ggest challenge is in
encouraging DET to seriously review its own
operations and procedures. As I always say: it would be
easier to shift the Bridge Street building one metre. to the
left!
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Equity Challenges
One of the ongoing difficulties in achieving. any signifi
cant change is char 'cost neutrali ty' is presented as a non
negotiable condition by politicians and bureaucrats. The
NSWSPC has been faced with either walking away from
some issues or trying to tackle them on odious 'cost
neutrality' terms. On two recent issues the Council has
achieved breakthroughs, but at a cost to some schools.
The executive restructuring policy may yet be imple
mented, and a more recent proposal has seen support
teachers distributed more equitably across NSW. My
own school has lose out on both policies but many
schools have gained, and will gain a fairer slice of the
cake. Equity can often hurt but at last we can hold our
heads high as an organisation. We are also able to
insist (with considerable integrity) that the same
principles of equity should underpin other areas of
government policy.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mr Chris Bonnor is Deputy President of the New
South Wales Secondary Principals Council
(NSWSPC). He is also Principal of Asquith Boys'
High School.
Email: cbon@one.net.au
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